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5G, Economic Growth and Digital Divide

5G is regarded to be a trigger for the digitization of the Global industry and
a major contributor for GDP growth and the competitiveness of nations.
Lead nations strategic reasons for 5G push
5G is becoming a key infrastructure for the
competitiveness of digital industries. Nations
left behind will lose industrial competitiveness.

Macro-economic impact of 5G on the supply and demand side

13.2

Trillion USD is the 5G
enabled sales of the world
industry and service markets

235

Billion USD is the annual 5G
average global investment

First mover advantages in 5G equipment and
services production difficult to catch-up.

On a Global scale only nine companies sell 5G
radio hardware & 5G systems for carriers.
Market leaders: Huawei, Ericsson, Nokia & ZTE.
5G networks will be largely virtualized with an
industrial power play of leading US software
companies vs. global hardware producers.
Socio economic benefits of 5G will not be
produced only by MNOs, but also private
networks

Source: IHS Markit

@ 2019 IHS Markit
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5G, Economic Growth and Digital Divide

5G is more than a new RAN technology, major benefits are in the business
markets and via “broadband for all” also in the consumer market.
2G

Voice
SMS

3G

4G

Higher
speed
data
services
in HSPA

Higher data rate
with broader
coverage
Video is the main
bandwidth user
Broadband internet
over mobile network
Platform for nonstand alone 5G

Internet
over
mobile
networks

5G
5G is one step beyond 4G enabling:
 Enhanced Mobile Broadband
 Massive Internet of Things
 Ultra-reliable and Low Latency
Communications
 Huge variety of industry triggered
Use Cases
The Platform for Industry 4.0
Platform for Smart Cities

5G USE CASES
5G provides enhanced consumer services but
its key benefits are in enabling digital
services for business and government.

Augmented
Reality

V2V

Tactile Internet

M2M

Low Latency

Precise positioning

Sensors

Drones

Capacity
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LPWAN

EDGE Computing

Network Slicing
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5G, Economic Growth and Digital Divide

The challenge for many economies is the investment and time needed to
transform to full 5G networks that can support all 5G features.
NR 5G with “5G spectrum” ushered in eMBB while 5G Cores are expected to provide URLLC and network slicing.

1

A New Release (NR) 5G
Radio Access Network (RAN)
supports:
• New frequency ranges e.g. the
mmWave bands,
• Techniques such as massive
MIMO and beamforming.
Operators hence achieve
faster speeds, in support of
eMBB with NSA 5G.

2

Mobile Edge Computing
(MEC) started under 4G and is set
to accelerate under 5G. It is the
key enabler of latencies < 10ms
and WAN/LAN integration.

3

5G Core networks (sometimes
incorrectly referred to as Stand Alone) are
expected to provide URLLC capabilities and
Network Slicing. Details of such technical
capabilities are currently unknown.

4

The services segment (IMS in 3G/4G)
will migrate to a SBA. Cloudification,
virtualization/ NFV, SDN and orchtestration
are technical themes playing out among
leading operators. This is complicated with
TCO savings debatable – however vendors
are not offering alternative paths (yet).

5

Open Ran is being tried in some
markets, and with greenfield operators.
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5G, Economic Growth and Digital Divide

PSTN era






Mobile cellular
communications
(2G, 3G and 4G)







5G


In developed countries such as the UK and Germany, there was a near
universal telephone service even in rural areas.
In developing countries, the PSTN was confined to CBDs and rich suburbs.
There was massive digital divide between rich and poor countries.
The digital divide narrowed.
The first GSM networks achieved widespread coverage within a short space
of time.
The GSM standard led to universal coverage and rapidly reducing prices, but
affordability remains an issue.
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While emerging countries could narrow the digital divide with legacy
mobile technology, the complexity of 5G might widen the gap in future.
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The digital divide that matters most is a country’s businesses falling behind
because there is no 5G platform to enable essential applications, not 5G
penetration for everyone.
Falling on the wrong side of the Digital divide can be mitigated by enabling
essential local 5G networks – including Smart Cities and Industrial 5G/IoT.
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5G Market Readiness

Even the most advanced countries are struggling to get their networks
ready for 5G, in emerging economies the transformation will take time.
Operators have challenges along skills/ technical maturity and cost axis which regulators should keep in mind

Medium/larger
gaps

Gaps in 5G
operator assets
& capabilities

5G-era Cost
Accelerators

5G-era
Network TCO
Changes

5G Spectrum
choices

RAN – Densified
& Massive MIMO

5G-era RAN
cost
challenges

vRAN (CRAN O-RAN)

5G Strategy
choices

Backhaul higher
capacity upgrade

Backhaul cost
changes

Virtualized
NG core

5G
deployment
choices

Energy more
power

Core infr. cost
changes

Infrastructure
sharing

Mobile data
traffic growth

Mobile Edge
Processing
roll-out

Energy cost
changes

Automation &
AI

People, IT,
maintenance

Cloud & Open
Source

Core virtualization

Mmobile Edge
Computing
Core infrastructure

RAN
virtualization

5G-era Cost
Optimizers

Automation & AI
Backhaul

Other network costs
RAN infrastructure
Energy

Active infra BBU
Passive infra

Network ownership
sharing

Small/no
gaps

Smaller
Source: GSMA

5G-era TCO*
Drivers

5G Network
Cost Delta

Active infra RU

Larger

*TCO = Total Cost of Ownership

Source: GSMA
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5G Market Readiness

In summary, major obstacles for 5G adoption are the wealth distribution,
lacking infrastructure and outdated regulatory frameworks.
Socio-economic obstacles for 5G rural deployment

Outdated regulatory framework obstacles


Digital industries concentrated in urban areas, only




High share of rural population with very low income


High share of rural population with low education
level and (digital) illiteracy



High OPEX because of diesel & copper theft, security
cost and unreliable and expensive public power
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Objectives, tasks and powers of NRAs not adequate to regulate
vertical industries end-to-end.
Outdated universal service regulations and broadband strategies.
Spectrum regulation restricting
• small area assignments
• spectrum sharing and trading.
• technology neutral.usage
Service specific (vertical) licenses instead of service-neutral
(horizontal) licenses.
Infrastructure sharing restricting
• co-ooerations with MNOs, utilities and municipalities.
• access to street pole/lamps and power
• access to public ground by rent-seeking behavior of municipalities
or private landowners.
Restrictive international and national roaming regulations.
Restrictive numbering and identifier regulations.
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Covid-19 Impact on 5G

The international trend is not to include 5G in Covid-19 stimulus packages.
Overall impact on 5G perhaps slightly negative, with mixed dimensions.
Traffic effect of the “Lockdown”

Dimensions of Covid-19 impact on telcos & 5G


The impact of Covid-19 on infrastructure spending has several
aspects. The main investments are taken by private operators.



Offload from mobile to fixed networks & increase in calling
+20% to +100%

Revenues
5G supply
chain

Traffic
Capex
Spectrum

+20% to +100%
Traffic increase
consequence of
COVID-19 lockdowns

5G
standardization

Streaming services drive data
increase. Some operators
experiencing congestions

-10% to +20%*
+20 to 70% increase in
voice. More and longer calls

Social
Responsibility


Largest share of the
traffic increase is
absorbed by the fixed
residential network

Up to 90% increase in Voice
over Wi-Fi for some operators

Most operators experience
increased demands also on the
mobile network.
*Even higher increase for some outliners

We see from different case studies that Covid-19 has little impact
on MNOs ability and willingness to invest in 5G.

Data increase dominated
by bidirectional services.
Higher impact in UL

Source: Ericsson
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Covid-19 Impact on 5G

Developed countries will see no significant revenue impact from Covid-19,
while developing countries will suffer also with 5G implementation.
Developing countries

Consumers

Developed countries

Predominantly
post-paid

Predominantly
pre-paid








Physically unable to travel to recharge
Less Wi-Fi at home, high unemployment
Heavily reliant on zero-rated services

Africa & Latam
Covid-19 Could Cause Latam Telecoms
Revenues to Drop 3% to 14% In 2020
S&P Global Market Intelligence, 4 May 2020
Safaricom's M-Pesa revenue for the three
months from mid-March, to decline US$51.5
million, or circa 7% of annual earnings.
Reuters, April 2020

More work from home jobs
Better government income protection
More Wi-Fi at home

China

Developed countries

First quarter results from the Chinese operators were
resilient, with modest 1% service revenue growth an
improvement over the prior year and with March
already showing a recovery in new subscriber
numbers, driven by 5G adoption. Consensus
financial forecasts for the rest of the year are largely
unchanged, reflecting optimism of the ongoing uptick
in 5G demand

… YoY decline in telecoms revenue of 3.4% in 2020
across developed markets. This is in contrast to our
pre-COVID-19 forecast of an increase of 0.7%.
Telecoms is a relatively resilient sector and will
perform ahead of general GDP trends. As a result,
we expect telecoms (and paid-for TV/video services)
to account for 2.0% of GDP … in 2019
Mobile World Live, 6 May 2020

Mobile World Live, 6 May 2020
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Covid-19 Impact on 5G

5G spectrum auctions have been delayed in several countries, some have
temporary assignments, while New Zealand directly assigned to operators.
Delayed 5G auctions

In Portugal the auction of 700MHz,
900MHz, 1800MHz, 2.1GHz,
2.6GHz and 3.6GHz bands has been
delayed, although Anacom indicates
the operators requested such.
In Austria, the second 5G auction of
700MHz, 2.1GHz and 1.5GHz has
been postponed past April 2020,
however the regulator insisted that
the auction should still take place in
2020, and would not endanger 5G
network rollouts.
Spain has informed its operators
and the EU that the auction of
700MHz is postponed beyond the
EU deadline of 30 June 2020.

Temporary assignment
South Africa has temporarily
assigned all 5 bands (700MHz,
800MHZ, 2.3GHz, 2.6GHz and
3.5GHz) due for auction. This
creates complexities.
TRA Oman has allocated
additional mobile spectrum to the
Sultanate's licensed network
operators on a temporary basis
and at no financial cost.

ComReg of Ireland is moving to
release extra spectrum on a
temporary basis to provide mobile
phone and wireless broadband
providers with additional capacity
to cope with the steep increase in
demand as a result of the COVID19 outbreak.
13

Skipped auction process
New Zealand directly
assigned the 3.5GHz
spectrum, offering 40MHz to
Dense Air and 60MHz each
to Spark and 2degrees.
Vodafone NZ already has
access to 5G spectrum.
Prices of the allocations were
not disclosed, but the
reserve price had previously
been set at NZD250,000
($152,279) per each 10MHz
lot.
5G had already been
launched via Vodafone and
Spark in the 2.6GHz band
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Covid-19 Impact on 5G

5G spectrum auctions have been delayed in several countries, while
Poland skipped the auction and some spectrum was temporary assigned.
Delayed 5G auctions
The FCC has confirmed that it has
rescheduled its planned auction of
frequencies in the 3550MHz–
3650MHz (3.5GHz) band as a result
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Mexican IFT has indicated that it
is considering postponing its planned
auction of 5G-suitable spectrum in
the 600MHz band, as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
French telecoms regulator Arcep put
on hold plans to carry out a 5G
spectrum auction due to the
outbreak of COVID-19..

Temporary assignment
The FCC has granted temporary
spectrum access to 33 mobile
internet service providers, to help
them ensure connectivity in rural
communities during the COVID-19
pandemic.
The FCC's Wireless Telecomm.
Bureau granted Special Temporary
Authority to AT&T to use additional
spectrum to serve Puerto Rico and
the US Virgin Islands during the
pandemic.
The DoT in India has directed
companies to submit details of their
requirements to Wireless Planning
Commission, with the aim of being
issued with temporary additional
spectrum.
14

Will start process afresh
The Polish regulator UKE
suspended the 5G auction
in the 3.6GHz band due to
COVID-19 in Poland. The
submission of initial bids
was opened on 6 March
but is now paused and a
new date has not been
announced yet. It will not
restart the auction after the
pandemic. Instead the
authority will look to launch
a new sale process rather
than attempt to resume the
existing one.
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Covid-19 Impact on 5G

COVID-19 has no impact on the 2020 Deutsche Telekom investments in
5G and all promised coverage targets are still valid for 2020 and 2025.
DTSpectrum 5G (2.1 GHz)

DT Coverage 5G

MHz

% of population

x3
2x15

99%


Leveraging additional frequencies from
2019 auction



Use of DSS for efficient 4G / 5G usage



700 MHz frequencies also available for
5G



3.6 GHz deployments in top 20 cities by
year end

>50%
2x5

Launch

+

>40mn
POPs

01.01.2021

Today

YE 2020

2025

90MHz 5G spectrum (3.6 GHz)

Source: Deutsche Telekom 1.Q results
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Key Policy Challenges

5G coverage obligations need to move away from traditional
population coverage (houses), to use-case aligned models.



FWA (FTTH substitute)
Consumer cellular

Industrial & Enterprise

City centers & offices

Apartments & houses
mmWave

Roads




Indoor DAS
Small cells for pedestrians



Rail & Waterways

Rural & agriculture
700 & 800MHz



Autonomous vehicles



Industry, airports, harbor for 4IR

Drones

Bundesnetzagentur’s 5G Strategy for Germany



Cargo & Commuters

Germany 5G coverage obligations included:
•
•

98% population coverage using 700MHz
roads, rail & water

The policy was more to account for German
international competitiveness by promoting campus
networks and tracking of movement of goods, and is
perhaps not accommodating to telcos.
One also needs to understand the political context of
Germany having fallen behind in 4G speed and
coverage benchmarking, necessitating a heavyhanded approach on 5G obligations.
17
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Key Policy Challenges

The 5G performance is higher than 4G as the aspirational targets indicate,
but is associated with massive investments e.g. for Edge Computing.
Capability

Achievable with Column

1

Radio network
contribution

30ms to 50ms RTT for Layer 2

1ms (Layer 2)
4ms (Layer 2)

massive invest in Edge Comp.

2

Peak data rates

1 Gbps in DL
0.5 Gbps in UL

20 Gbps in DL
10 Gbps in UL

Fiber and spectrum investment

30 Mbps in DL
15 Mbps in UL

100 Mbps in DL
50 Mbps in UL

Fiber, spectrum, densification

10 000 devices / km2

1 000 000 devices / km2

Massive network densification

0 - 350 km/h

0 - 500 km/h

< 2 bits/Hz

30 bits/Hz

with massive 64 MIMO

<1 Mbps / m2

10Mbps / m2

Massive network densification

x1

x100

Cloud-RAN

3
4

User experienced
data rates
Connection
density

5

Mobility

6

Peak spectral
efficiency

7

Area traffic

8

Energy
Efficiency / bit

Source: ITU, Detecon
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Key Policy Challenges

Spectrum licensing of Private 5G Networks is a possibility to make
industries world leaders by guaranteeing the right QoS quickly.
Make Costs of a 5G Campus Network (10 years runtime)
Size
Production plant

30.000 sqm

CAPEX
1 office building

346.500,- €

Potential Company Benefits for 5G Campus Networks

OPEX



2 prod. sheds
(Industry 4.0



180.000,- €



Agricultural farm (autonomous tractors, feeding robots, fertilizing)

5.000.000 sqm

473.500,- €

240.000,- €

Examples

Soccer stadium 40.000 places (connected live video cameras)

40.000 sqm

917.000,- €

480.000,- €


Hospital 1000 beds: 3 buildings (tracking of robots, eHealth, IoT, e-health
records)

250.000 sqm

1.665.000,- €

800.000,- €


Airport: (Real time location systems, freight and sensors)

15.000.000 sqm

3.325.000,- €

Many incumbent MNOs may need many years before they can
offer 5G stand-alone WAN slices.
Many MNOs have no capabilities to operate private 5G networks
Ericsson and ABI Research have studied the business potential
of 5G Campus Networks

1.500.000,- €

For an automotive plant of 500.000 sqm company revenue could
be increased by 4.9% in 5 years while costs could be reduced by
460m €.
For a logistics company with a 50.000 sqm storehouse revenue
could be increased by 13.2% in 5 years while costs could be
reduced by 323m €.
Source: Handelsblatt, 15.4.2020
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Key Policy Challenges

In considering the security dimensions of 5G, one needs to
consider the “threat vectors” and also what constitutes 5G.
Regulators can strengthen the weakest link in a chain
Spyware
Backdoors
MITM
Hijacking
DDOS attacks
Kill-switch

Malware

Considerations

Eavesdropping



Data theft

Ransomware

Threat vectors
Encryption

Counters

SIM cards/ eSIM
OTA updates
NIDD
Unique
passwords

DoNAS

Industry best
practice
mitigations





Device certification

EU Commission 5G Toolbox

FS.37 GTP-U



Regulatory guidance
and standards

Network Security Assurance Scheme



“94% of telecoms operators and industry experts expect
security challenges to escalate with the advent of 5G
networks.”
BPI Network 2019
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Claims that 5G is less secure due to millions of IoT devices are
misleading for 3 key reasons:
 IoT and 5G are currently separate technologies
 Most of IoT will not run over cellular
 Cellular IoT (NB-IoT, LTE-M) are secure protocols
Having said this IoT devices at large are a security risk, and regulatory
intervention in the market may be merited.
It is difficult to avoid international discussions of state sponsored
attacks and espionage. A multi-vendor approach is advocated.
Local governments and vertical regulators will look to telco regulators
for assurances that the smart cities, drones and autonomous vehicles
they may permit are safe from cybersecurity threats.
Cloudification of 5G networks has its own risks, and regulators will
need to consider if data localization is an issue.
How open 5G networks will be to 3rd party resource and routing
control, with network slicing, is currently unknown.
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Key Policy Challenges

The EU and the US are following different approaches to guarantee
security of 5G networks affecting also emerging countries.
EU 5G Security Toolbox

US Clean Network Initiative

“The objective of the EU toolbox on 5G Cybersecurity is to setout a
coordinated European approach based on a common set of measures,
aimed at mitigating the main cybersecurity risks of 5G networks
that were identified in the EU coordinated risk assessment report. It
also provides guidance for national and EU risk mitigation plans.”

“The Clean Network program is the Trump Administration’s
comprehensive approach to safeguarding the nation’s assets including
citizens’ privacy and companies’ most sensitive information from
aggressive intrusions by malign actors, such as the Chinese
Communist Party.”

Misconfiguration
of networks

Lack of access
control

Low product
quality

Dependency of
one single
supplier

State interference
through 5G supply
chain

Organized crime

Disruption of
critical
infrastructures

Massive failure of
networks

Exploitation of IoT

The initiative shall prevent China from copying NSA spy programs
like „dirtbox“ (simulating fake base stations to steel cell-phone data),
„PRISM“ (surveilling App data from Twitter, Skype, Google Maps,
Facebook, etc.), „Irritant Horn“ (steeling data through App Stores),
„Muscular“ (breaking into cloud servers of Google and Yahoo) and
sea cable tapping (e.g. SeMeWe4).
21
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Key Policy Challenges

In a future Industry 4.0 environment NRAs increasingly have to co-operate,
partner, network and take initiative for evolutionary regulation.
Other Vertical Regulatory Authorities

Telecom National Regulatory Authority

initiates

cooperates





ICT Ecosystems

“Horizontal” National Legislation

Spectrum, Numbering, Licensing
Standardization, Type approval
….

Telecom Sector

enables

22

Data privacy and security
Cybersecurity
Consumer protection (B2C
and B2B), including ecommerce and audiovisual
media
Contract law (e.g. M2M
contracts, digital signature,
liabilities of intermediaries)
Competition law
Taxation (double taxation,
tax avoidance)
Intellectual Property Rights
/ Copyrights
Education and inclusion in
ICT
….
Funded by the European Union

Key Policy Challenges

NRAs need to expand their tasks, develop their human capacity and adopt
their organization and regulatory processes to a new 5G environment.
Organizational Improvements to adapt to Digital Transformation
ICT related Laws
Finance Sector
Regulator

Energy Sector
Regulator

Other Sector
Regulators

Telecom Regulatory
Authority

Digital
Transformation Unit

ICT Sector
Expert Units

Other TRA
Units

23

Parliament, Councils etc.
with the right to introduce
draft laws

Ministry for Digital
Transformation

Other Ministries
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Main takeaways for emerging countries

Every country should develop a realistic Broadband Strategy including
infrastructure choice, investment model, financing tools and regulation.
Driving fiber and 5G roll out beyond the operator optimum has macro-economic benefits.
Broadband Strategies should be data driven and prioritize areas with largest welfare effects.

5G is not a universal service technology. 5G strategies should focus on business use first.
VHCNs have strong economies of scale, limiting network competition.
Regulation needs to focus on shared use, wholesale access or exclusive wholesale-only networks.
5G systems require large spectrum blocks and FTTB/H in every city.
Regulators have to provide the spectrum resources & accelerate fiber roll-out with symmetric access obligations.
Understand the critical role of municipalities in implementation of small cells (integrated infrastructure).
Re-invest spectrum auction revenues in the ICT sector.
Profitable areas should be privately financed and only unprofitable areas should receive state subsidies.

25
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Main takeaways for emerging countries

Making spectrum available quickly is the most important governmental
task to support 5G investments.
Make 5G spectrum available. Low-band, mid-band and high-band spectrum is needed.

Complete digital migration to free needed “coverage” spectrum below 1GHz also helping IoT services.

Target a minimum assignment size of 80-100MHz for 5G mid-band auctions to assure eMBB capability.

Allow enterprises to access spectrum (various options) for 5G to boost digitalization of production.

Make spectrum licenses technology neutral and less exclusive (e.g. sub-letting, pre-emptive rights, re-farming).
Avoid excessive spectrum costs. Consider an administrative assignment process if demand for 5G spectrum
does not exceed supply.
The setting of RF safe exposure limits to secure health are an important issue but within reason to keep costs down.
Following guidelines from the ICNIRP, or the IEEE is recommended.
26
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Main takeaways for emerging countries

Emerging countries need to reform old, restrictive regulatory systems to
create an environment for 5G investments.
Fiber (for metro, front- and backhaul) and sites are needed for 5G roll-out.
NRAs should limit restrictions for fiber roll out and site access.
Switch from individual service licenses to a general authorization system not limiting market entry.

Market reviews should take account of regional differences. A city may be a market.
Symmetric regulation (i.e. not only SMP) particularly at the passive level is important for fiber/5G networks.
Relax the technical standards for fiber roll-out, including allowing aerial deployments, trenching etc. where these
are not allowed. Also allow deploying fiber on utilities such as the electricity distribution network.
Create frameworks to allow municipalities to take a proactive role in fiber roll out.
Remove restrictions that may exist regarding infrastructure sharing and national roaming.

Reconsider applicability of personal regulations to machines/ things. New machine regulations required.
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Main takeaways for emerging countries

Countries need to adapt their institutional framework to adapt to the
changing market structures of a digital economy based on 5G.
Create a converged regulator addressing all aspects of electronic communications.
This is not a new idea but 5G brings it into focus.
NRAs need new competences, responsibilities, tasks and objectives to support vertical industries
in the digital transformation process and have to take a pro-active role in formulating “e-legislation”.
Cybersecurity, privacy, data security specialists are a critical resource for future NRAs. Vertical industry
specialists as interface to other sector regulators need to be developed or employed.
An evolutionary approach to IoT, OTT, cloud regulation along use cases might be required rather than the
classical ex ante regulation process with market definition, market analysis and remedy enforcement.
For emerging technologies in the context of 5G a light touch regulation approach without compromise on
security is recommended.
A wholesale-only operator with a large assignment of sub-1GHz spectrum could cover un-populated areas
at lower average costs and higher throughput then would be achieved by dividing spectrum between operators.
Exercise forbearance on permanent roaming, especially with respect to IoT / M2M devices. Permitting the extra-territorial
use of national numbers (namely for IoT / M2M).
5G / IoT security to be considered within the context of national cybersecurity framework with special consideration given
to ‘mission critical’ uses.
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